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Things you should know…..
1. How density, dispersion and demographics can 

describe a population.

2. The differences between exponential and 
logistical models of population growth.

3. How density-dependent and density-idenpendent 
factors can control population growth. 
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Life takes place in populations.
Population: group of individuals of same
species in same area at same time.

Population Ecology: What factors affect a population?Population Ecology: What factors affect a population?

Often described by 
their boundaries 
and size.

Often described by 
their boundaries 
and size.

 Rely on same resources
 Interact
 Interbreed

 Rely on same resources
 Interact
 Interbreed
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Why Population Ecology?
 Scientific goal: understanding the factors 

that influence the size of populations.
 General principles

 Specific cases

 Practical goal: management of 
populations.
 Increase population size (endangered species).

 Decrease population size (pests).

 Maintain population size (fisheries 
management ).
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 Abiotic factors
 Sunlight and temperature

 Precipitation and water

 Soil and nutrients

 Biotic factors (behavior/ 
interations): other living 
organisms
 Prey (food)

 Competitors

 Predators, parasites, 
disease

 Intrinsic factors (adaptations)

Factors that affect Population Size
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Characterize Population: Range
Geographical Limitations

 Abiotic and biotic factors
 Temperature, rainfall, food, predators, etc.

 Habitat

adaptations to
polar biome

adaptations to
polar biome

adaptations to
rainforest biome
adaptations to

rainforest biome
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Characterize Population: Density
 Density: number of individuals per unit area 

of volume.

 Not a static property.

 How do we measure how many individuals 
in a population?

Rare: count all 
individuals.
Difficult to 
count a 
moving target.

Sampling techniques 
more common.
Mark and recapture.

Add: immigration, births.
Remove: emigration, deaths.
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Regulation of Population Size
 Density Dependent

 Competition: food, 
mates, nesting sites.

 Predators, parasites, 
pathogens.

 Density Independent: 
abiotic factors

swarming locusts

marking territory
= competition

competition for nesting sites
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Spacing among individuals within the 
boundaries of the population.

Characterize Population: Dispersion

uniform

random

clumped

Provides insight into the 
environmental associations 
and social interactions of 
individuals in population.

Provides insight into the 
environmental associations 
and social interactions of 
individuals in population.
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Clumped Pattern    (most common)

Individuals are aggregated in clumps.  
•Microenvironment satisfies organism’s 
requirements.
•May be associated with mating behavior.
•May increase effectiveness of predation 
(ex: wolves).

Individuals are aggregated in clumps.  
•Microenvironment satisfies organism’s 
requirements.
•May be associated with mating behavior.
•May increase effectiveness of predation 
(ex: wolves).
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Uniform (rare)

Clumped patterns

May result from 
direct interactions 
between individuals 
in the population
 territoriality
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Random
The position of each individual is 
independent of other individuals.

Example: dandelions 
(wind randomly spreads 
seeds).
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Life TableLife Table

Demography
 Study of the vital statistics of populations and 

how they change over time.

 Life tables: age specific summaries of the 
survival pattern of a population.

females males

What adaptations have 
led to this difference 

in male vs. female
mortality? 

Scientists follow 
a cohort from 
birth to death.
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Demography: Survivorship Curves
Graphic representation of life table.

Belding ground squirrel

The relatively straight lines of the plots indicate relatively constant 
rates of death; however, males have a lower survival rate overall 
than females.

The relatively straight lines of the plots indicate relatively constant 
rates of death; however, males have a lower survival rate overall 
than females.
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Survivorship Curves
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I. High death rate in 
post-reproductive 
years

Ex: large mammals

I. High death rate in 
post-reproductive 
years

Ex: large mammals

II. Constant mortality 
rate throughout life 
span

Ex: lizards, 
invertebrates, 
annual plants

II. Constant mortality 
rate throughout life 
span

Ex: lizards, 
invertebrates, 
annual plants

III. Very high early 
mortality but the 
few survivors then 
live long (stay 
reproductive)

Ex: long-lived plants

III. Very high early 
mortality but the 
few survivors then 
live long (stay 
reproductive)

Ex: long-lived plants

 Generalized strategies
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Demography: Age Structure
Relative number of individuals of each age

What does this data imply about 
population growth in these countries?

Rapid Slow Zero
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Factors affecting population growth rate:
 Sex ratio

How many females vs. males?

 Generation time
At what age do females reproduce?

 Age structure
How many females at reproductive age in 

cohort?
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Trade-offs: survival vs. reproduction
 No organism can produce unlimited offspring 

and provision them well.

 The cost of reproduction: increase reproduction 
may decrease survival.
 Age at first reproduction.

 Investment per offspring.

 Number of reproductive cycles per lifetime.

Natural selection 
favors a life 
history that 
maximizes lifetime
reproductive 
success.

Natural selection 
favors a life 
history that 
maximizes lifetime
reproductive 
success.
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Reproductive Strategies
 K-selected

 Late reproduction

 Few offspring

 Invest a lot in raising offspring
 Primates

 Walnut trees

 r-selected
 Early reproduction

 Many offspring

 Little parental care
 Insects

 Many plants

K-selected

r-selected

Important in 
habitats with high 
density.
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Life Strategies and Survivorship Curves
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Population Growth
Δ population = births – deaths

Exponential model (ideal conditions)

dN = riN
dt
N = # of individuals
r = rate of growth
ri = intrinsic rate
t = time
d = rate of change

growth increasing at constant rate

intrinsic rate = 
maximum rate of growth

every pair has 
4 offspring
every pair has 
4 offspring

every pair has 
3 offspring
every pair has 
3 offspring

Note - we will ignore immigration 
and emigration in math model.
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African elephant
protected from hunting

Whooping crane
coming back from near extinction

Exponential Growth Rate
 Characteristic of populations without limiting factors

(ideal conditions).
 Per capita rate of increase may assume maximum rate 

(rmax).
 RARE!!!

dN = rmaxN
dt

Example: introduced to a new 
environment or rebounding from a 
catastrophe.
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K =
carrying
capacity

K =
carrying
capacity

Logistic Rate of Growth
Can populations continue to grow 
exponentially? Of course not!Of course not!

effect of 
natural controls
effect of 
natural controls

no natural controlsno natural controls

What happens as 
N approaches K? 
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What’s going 
on with the 
plankton?
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Logistic Rate of Growth
The per capita rate 
of increase 
approaches zero as 
the population nears 
carrying capacity.

dN = rmaxN[(k-N)/k]
dt

 If N << K, large per capita 
rate of increase.

 If N is large and 
resources are limiting, 
small per capita increase.

effect of 
natural controls
effect of 
natural controls

no natural controlsno natural controls

 If N=K, rate of increase is 
zero (no growth).
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Changes in Carrying Capacity
 Population cycles

 predator – prey 
interactions

At what population 
level is the

carrying capacity?

KK

KK
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Human Population Growth

What factors have contributed to 
this exponential growth pattern? 
What factors have contributed to 
this exponential growth pattern? 

1650500 million

20056 billion

Industrial Revolution

Significant advances
in medicine through
science and technology

Bubonic plague "Black Death"

Population of… 
China: 1.3 billion
India: 1.1 billion

adding 82 million/year
~ 200,000 per day!

adding 82 million/year
~ 200,000 per day!

Doubling times
250m  500m =  y ()
500m  1b = y ()
1b  2b = 80y (1850–1930)
2b  4b = 75y (1930–1975) 

Doubling times
250m  500m =  y ()
500m  1b = y ()
1b  2b = 80y (1850–1930)
2b  4b = 75y (1930–1975) 

Is the human 
population reaching
carrying capacity?
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Distribution of population growth
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uneven distribution of population:
90% of births are in developing countries
uneven distribution of population:
90% of births are in developing countries

uneven distribution of resources:
wealthiest 20% consumes ~90% of resources
increasing gap between rich & poor

uneven distribution of resources:
wealthiest 20% consumes ~90% of resources
increasing gap between rich & poor

What is K 
for humans?
10-15 billion?
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Ecological Footprint
30.2

15.6
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India

Amount of land required to support an 
individual at standard of living of population 
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uneven distribution:
wealthiest 20% of world:
86% consumption of resources
53% of CO2 emissions

uneven distribution:
wealthiest 20% of world:
86% consumption of resources
53% of CO2 emissions

over-population or 
over-consumption?
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Ecological Footprint

Based on land & water area 
used to produce all resources
each country consumes & to 
absorb all wastes it generates

Based on land & water area 
used to produce all resources
each country consumes & to 
absorb all wastes it generates

deficitdeficit surplussurplus


